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Lynette Evans

What if
small were
fashionable?

I

s it just me, or have we hit some
sort of consumer zenith? Our
meals, houses and automobiles
are supersized, but the sheer number of things we own, or are told
we must own, has also grown exponentially in the past few years.
All this stuff cannot help but add
to the high stress levels Americans
report in our lives.
That may be why the snug little
cottage profiled at right evokes a
certain serenity. It was designed as
a temporary home for Katrina victims, people who no longer have a
lot of stuff. Along with the fact that
it provides shelter and has a cute
porch, the Katrina Cottage hasn’t
much space to put stuff. For me,
that’s part of its appeal.
What if small were to become
fashionable? What if we were to
decide, as a community, that quality mattered more than quantity?
What if we had to move into spaces half the size we now occupy?
Besides solving not a few local
housing problems, how liberating
would that be?
Admittedly, my daydream is to
move out of my overstuffed house,
taking only the best pieces of furniture, art and accessories and
leaving the detritus of 20-plus
years for new owners to sort out.
But what really attracts is the idea
that one could actually change the
thrust of one’s life — from working to accumulate and support
things to actually living. It is a concept not lost on many cultures, regardless of the neoconservative
idea that those people who hate
America are really just jealous of
our way of life.
The American economy is
growth-based: that is, it’s not
enough that we produce and consume the same amount we did last
year. We must always produce and
consume more. Buying stuff is the
American way of life, but at the
risk of appearing unpatriotic, I
find the idea of slowing that process personally liberating. That it
would also be a political statement
is attested by a Bay Area group
called the Compact, whose members have pledged not to purchase
new non-essentials for a year. In a
Feb. 13 profile, Chronicle staff
writer Carolyn Jones quoted
Compact member John Perry saying: “Consumer culture is destroying the world.’’
It’s also adding mightily to our
levels of stress — to the point that
simplifying one’s life has become
an industry, with magazines and
products aimed at helping Americans reclaim our inner selves.
But, like the diet industry, the simplicity industry still aims to sell
products; more stuff, like more
food, is the problem, not the solution.
If I lived in a Katrina Cottage —
or even a house twice the size —
it’d only take a few minutes to
clean, leaving the rest of a Saturday for living. I could only store a
few clothes, eliminating hours of
standing on one foot and then the
other trying to decide what to
wear, and hundreds of dollars a
year in clothing purchases. If
there were space for only one set
of dishes, they could be my best.
If I lived in a Katrina Cottage, I
wouldn’t have room for copies of
Real Simple magazine, which
would leave me more time for gardening.
Then, too, if there were just a
Katrina Cottage on my lot, think
of the garden space I’d have!
E-mail Lynette Evans at levans@
sfchronicle.com.
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A tiny cottage designed
for Katrina survivors
offers the Bay Area a few
clues about disaster relief
and affordable housing
By Susan Fornoff
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“The story is not the house we
built in Orlando, the story is what
we do with it.”

“What happens when the next
quake comes? It’s something this
makes you think about.”

“I see us going back to some
smaller housing. We’re seeing it
now with condo conversions.”

Marianne Cusato
New York City architect who designed
the Katrina Cottage

Mark Miller
CEO and principal of the architectural
and planning firm MKThink

Cindy Siwecki
vice president of marketing and research
for the Reiser Group

Lot and permit prices run up costs
1 COTTAGE
From Page F1
lars?
The answers are — as usual
when talking about Bay Area
housing — a little depressing and
more than a little complex.
That is, where answers exist.

How it shakes out
If the federal government
knows how it’s going to house all
of the Californians who will be
displaced by the Big One, it’s not
saying yet. The Chronicle reported just last month that Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., has asked
Homeland Security Secretary Michael Chertoff several times to
show her the Federal Emergency
Management Agency’s earthquake relief plan and been put off.
According to the latest report
from the Association of Bay Area
Governments, a plus-7.0 quake on
the Hayward Fault will render
155,000 housing units uninhabitable, displacing 360,000 people
and putting 110,000 in need of
publicly provided housing. Loma
Prieta, by comparison, made
16,000 homes unlivable; Northridge, 46,000.
That report encouraged property owners to retrofit buildings
before the Big One hits; it offered
no solution to the inevitable housing crisis except to say that shelters operated by the Red Cross
that typically stay open four to six
weeks after a disaster will have to
stay open longer.
After that, well, there’s the
FEMA travel trailer. A whole
bunch of them, coming soon to a
neighborhood near you.
“Studies show that when you
put a bunch of these trailers in an
area, crime will be high and it’s
going to be a bad area,” said Jason
Spellings, the Jackson, Miss.,
builder who put the Katrina Cottage together with design assistance from local architect Michael Barranco. “You put one on
your property and your property
value starts going down immediately; they can’t hold the land value.”
“You can get a free trailer for 18
months if you qualify, and it’s a
lousy place to live, but it’s free,”
Cusato said. “This cottage is durable, the quality of life is better and
it’s not going to blow away in the
next hurricane, so why don’t you
want this?”
Ocean Springs Mayor Connie
Moran told FEMA she’d prefer
more cottages and fewer trailers —
“This has a lot more character and
a lot more soul than a FEMA trailer,” she told the Biloxi Sun Herald
last month — but the government
agency has declined to assist. Emeryville architect Christopher
“Kit” Ratcliff said he could see
why after viewing the plans.
“One of the problems that I see
with it, and I probably shouldn’t
say this, is that it looks nice,” Ratcliff said. “I think the government
has a very hard time giving things
away to people or underwriting
things that go beyond some sort of
bureaucratically understood minimal gesture.
“I think this is a nifty little design, and I think it’s really hitting
a good need and it’s a wonderful
thing to offer people. I was fantasizing myself about how you’d add
on to it, and I think you can. And I
can think if the Hayward or San
Andreas fault really busts loose in
this part of the world, there’d be a

lot of people who have a plot of
land who’d like to have something
like this on it quickly.”
Ratcliff is president of the Bay
Area’s only 100-year-old architectural firm, which was started by
his grandfather, Walter, just before the San Francisco earthquake
of 1906. That was the year the San
Francisco Relief Corp. built more
than 5,000 structures of 140 to 252
square feet, along what is now
Park Presidio Boulevard, that have
become known as the “earthquake shacks.”
These were intended to provide
temporary shelter, but temporary
defies definition sometimes. Who
hasn’t rented an apartment just
until they found something better, and lived there five years or
more? Whose child hasn’t attended class in a so-called “temporary
classroom” that has been in use
for a generation?
San Francisco architect Mark
Miller and his firm, MKThink,
found that 76 percent of such
structures overstay their intended
welcome, and has developed a
modular solution he calls “classroom in a can” that is flexible, portable — and also bright, a quality
he finds essential to disaster recovery.
“How do you bring normalcy
back to people’s lives — this is a lot
of what the struggle is in New Orleans,” Miller said. “There’s so
much talk, so much angst, all
these contests, and the No. 1 thing
people are looking for is to get on
with life. That’s what this cottage
is, a base to rebuild a life. And for
disaster relief, I think it’s really appealing.
“When the trailers arrive fast
and give people a home that’s dry
and safe, that’s a good thing, but
they tend to linger. This is little
and it’s cute and it’s yellow and it’s
well thought out, and you
wouldn’t mind if it did linger.”
Said Spellings, the cottage
builder, “In 1992, Andrew hit
Florida and I was in college and
helped with the cleanup. There
are still people in FEMA trailers in
and around Homestead, Fla.”
Well, there are still people in
earthquake cottages in San Francisco, according to the Western
Neighborhoods Project Web site,
www.outsidelands.org, which reports that 5,000 of the structures
were hauled off to various parts of

Steve Mouzon

Generous windows make the living space in the cottage feel light and airy. At only 308 square feet, it
has bunked sleeping quarters for four and a closet, with more storage available under the beds.

Resources

Steve Mouzon

The kitchen of the tiny cottage makes it impossible to pack in too
many chefs, but it’s got the basics in a compact layout.
the city, where 23 still stand. Fortunately, they were made of durable materials, with fir flooring,
redwood walls and cedar-shingled
roofs, and were easily and attractively expanded into larger homes.
Those went for about $100 in
1906; Cusato’s cottage can run as

much as $148 a square foot. Spellings, driving down Highway 495
to the Gulf Coast behind a more
cheaply made manufactured
home, noted such details as his
cottage’s $450 Spanish cedar door,
compared with the home’s door
that “probably cost $100.”
“Also, when you build a 300square-foot house, the price per
square foot is going to be as high
or higher than that of a 1,500square-foot house, because you’re
buying the same kitchen and
bathroom over and over,” he said.
“In Mississippi, $148 a square foot
is very high. So we have to get the
price down. One way is to go to
600 square feet. Another way is to
go to a factory setting for production and buy in bulk.”

Nowhere to grow

San Francisco History Center / San Francisco Library

Disaster relief came to San Francisco in 1906 in the form of more

than 5,000 earthquake cottages or shacks, some of which are still
standing in various neighborhoods of the city.

Ah, to find a house in the Bay
Area at $148 a square foot. The
way that the Katrina Cottage reconnected coastal residents to
their community’s history got San
Francisco architect Miller fantasizing about building a modern
little three-story house of maybe
700 square feet in the city.
“If you build it prefab, you
could get the cost down from $500
a square foot to $200 a square
foot,” Miller said. “I don’t think
it’s out of the question.”
Generally, though, the 700square-foot home in the Bay Area

To see all six versions of the
expandable “Grow House,”
and for more information
about New Urbanism, visit
www.newurbanguild.com.
The New Urban Guild also is
issuing a series of plan
books containing more small
designs.
For more information on the
earthquake cottages, visit
www.outsidelands.org.
For more cottage photos and
information about architect
Marianne Cusato, visit www.
cusatocottages.com.
For more information about
MKThink’s “classroom in a
can,” visit www.mkthink.com.
– S.F.

will be a condo, with no possibility
of expanding in any direction. Remember what used to be known as
the starter home? Asian Neighborhood Design architect Rose
McNulty lives on a 103-year-old
property in San Francisco that
started with a 600-square-foot
house in 1903, with an 1,100square-footer to follow in 1910.
“My immediate reaction to the
‘Grow House’ plans is that city
planning and building departments in California won’t like the
hodgepodge nature of the houses
being built over time,” McNulty
said in an e-mail after viewing Cusato’s drawings. “Perhaps in less
urban areas they would grant permits for all phases, with the understanding that it would not all
be built at once, but cities (and especially San Francisco) usually
want more control over what is
built.”
That’s where zoning comes in,
said Karen Hester, the founder of
Temescal Creek Cohousing.
“Where I live is zoned R-35,
which means that you can only
cover half of the lot size with
buildings,” Hester said via e-mail.
“So you might be making a commitment when you buy a teardown and replace it with a ‘grow’
cottage to only have a 1,000square-foot house, no matter that
you later win the lottery, unless
you build up” and add a second
story.

Not only that, said San Francisco architect Neal Schwarz, associate professor of architecture at the
California College of the Arts,
“The ‘Grow House’ is based on a
suburban model of development
in which land is at less of a premium. That fact alone makes it difficult to imagine this as an applicable strategy for the Bay Area.
“That said, the project is refreshing in its potential to counteract the disturbing tendency we
see in the Bay Area toward monster homes. We increasingly define ourselves through square
footages. Developers, of course,
feed into this psychology, ever expanding our expectations of home
just as McDonald’s expands our
expectation of the size of drink we
need with our burger and fries.”
It’s a safe bet that there’s not a
developer in Northern California
who would plan a community of
expandable Katrina Cottages. One
developer who is using modular
construction methods to reduce
costs and increase speed, Greg
Francis, is working at the ultrahigh end of the market.
“This year we will build five
custom homes using the modular
system of building,” Francis said
in an e-mail. “They will be built in
factories in Nebraska and Colorado and shipped to our area 80 percent to 85 percent complete. Their
prices will range from $1,100,000
to $3,500,000.”
It’s not that there’s not a market
for $35,000 expandable houses, of
course — there’s just not a market
for $35,000 expandable houses
that cost $500,000 because of all of
the expenses added to the builder’s objective of making a profit.
“If you look at land prices in the
Bay Area, a lot costs probably a
minimum of $200,000,” said Cindy Siwecki, vice president of marketing and research for the Reiser
Group, an integrated sales and
marketing resource for builders.
“By the old formula, the price of
land times four is usually what the
cost of the house would be, or with
a finished lot, the price times
three. So you can’t build something that small here. You can’t
take a 300-square-foot house and
put it on a $200,000 lot.
“The cost of new has gotten
very, very expensive. These places
affected by Katrina, they don’t
have the same high land cost, the
same infrastructure. Here, a building permit in some cities is
$100,000 to $150,000. So you’re
looking at $300,000 and you
haven’t even poured foundation
yet.”
And so, times four, the house
needs to cost $1.2 million.
That leaves the government to
subsidize starter projects. An article in The Chronicle on Feb. 23,
“Urban housing success story
faces budget ax,” featured well-designed mixed-income housing
projects that have been built using
Hope VI grants, but the Bush administration seeks the elimination
of that program.
Cusato is working on private
funding and mass manufacturing
to churn out her Katrina Cottages
for Mississippians. “I’m having a
hard time building these down
here because of the politics, but I
may be putting 2,000 of them in
Ghana,” she said. “A developer in
Virginia wants to do some as affordable houses. People see it and
realize it’s a dignified way to live.”
E-mail Susan Fornoff at sfornoff
@sfchronicle.com.

Tender, tasty pea shoots are a spring thing
By Sophia Markoulakis
Special to The Chronicle

D

elicate tendrils and sweettasting pea-flavored leaves
are just some of the phrases
used to describe pea shoots (Pisum
sativum), showing quite a presence at restaurants, farmers’ markets and specialty grocery stores.
Spring is their time to shine so
it’s no surprise that they are appearing everywhere on restaurant
menus. I recently tried some at Eliza’s in San Francisco, where they
were quickly stir-fried with slivered garlic and dried chiles. Still
high from my pea shoot encounter, I quickly snapped up some at
the San Mateo Farmers’ Market at
the College of San Mateo and

PLANT OF THE WEEK
promptly added them to a chicken
stir-fry, where they gave the flavor
of peas with their greens instead of
their pods.
Description: Pea shoots are the
tender new growth of a pea plant.
Some people, like Rick and Kristie
Knoll, refer to this greenery as pea
greens. The Knolls, who own Tairwa’-Knoll Farms in Brentwood,
have been growing pea greens for
years. Kristie says: “When we first
started selling them we didn’t
know what to call them and just
started selling them as pea greens.
We didn’t know what other people
were calling them at the time.”

Pea shoots

Rick plants several varieties of
peas for their greens and says that
any of the snow or snap pea varieties will produce great-tasting
greens. He recommends ‘Oregon
Giant’ and ‘Oregon Sugar Pod’
(Mangetout pea). He suggests that
you pick a variety that “produces
fewer tendrils and more greens.”
Cultivation: To encourage a prolific crop of pea greens, Rick recommends the plants be trellised or
supported with a 1-foot structure
and allowed to produce a pod up to
1 inch long. “At this point you can
start pinching,” he says. Don’t worry about a one-time pea green feast

because they’ll continue to produce more. Kristie says “pinching
the tops after they get a bit of
growth from the terminal ends
forces growth from other shoots.”
Rick warns, though, that you don’t
want to start pinching too soon because you’ll end up with plants
that will stay too small.
As the perfect multiuse plant,
pea plants provide greens and then
pods for great eating. Rick makes a
habit of collecting seeds from his
pea plants for the following season.
He says that “seeds grow their own
genetic material and plants will
then naturalize to your own garden.” These naturalized seeds
have the potential to create a
healthier and more responsive
1 PEA SHOOTS: Page F9

Pea shoots

are the
tender new
growth of a
pea plant.
Since spring
is their time
to shine
you’ll see
them in
abundance at
farmers’
markets and
restaurants.
Lynette Evans / The Chronicle

